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Report Summary 
 
Yogesh Joshi , Liye Ma, William Rand, and Louiqa Raschid investigate how activity in digital 
social media, by new and established brands, relates to engagement with consumers, and 
eventually, sales.  
 
Their dataset includes two years of Twitter activity and offline concerts for several musical 
bands, and the corresponding social media activity of the bands’ followers. In addition to 
measuring volume (that is, number of tweets sent per unit of time), the authors use machine 
learning methods to analyze message sentiment and informational content. They also collect 
A.C. Nielsen sales data for all albums released by these bands. 
 
They investigate the characteristics and evolution of consumers' engagement (propensity to tweet 
in response to a band’s tweets as well as propensity to send informational or emotional tweets) 
using a hidden Markov model. They relate engagement to sales via a generalized diffusion 
model.  
 
Findings 
Overall, the authors find that band actions in social media generate interest and change in 
engagement levels of their followers, and these engagement levels have a positive association 
with sales. At the same time, there are notable differences in effects for new and established 
brands (in their context, relatively unknown versus well established bands).  
 

• For followers of new bands, a moderate level of engagement is somewhat unstable: these 
consumers are prone to migrating to become either more fully engaged or disengaged.  
For followers of established bands, a moderate level of engagement is relatively stable 
(i.e., it is a “stickier” state).  

 
• For both new and well-established bands, it is difficult to move followers out of an 

unengaged state. For new bands, a tweet has about a 10% chance of engaging a follower, 
with non-informational tweets doing slightly better.  For well-established bands, a tweet 
that is informational and non-emotional has an almost 35% chance of engaging an 
unengaged follower. 

 
• Messaging propensity is higher for followers of established bands at all levels of 

engagement. Followers of established brands retain information and emotion from firm 
messages more than followers of new brands. Interestingly, while for these consumers 
information is relatively “stickier” than emotion, for consumers of new brands, emotion 
is stickier than information.  
 

• Higher consumer engagement, as well as a higher degree of informational and emotional 
content in messages, are all generally positively associated with sales, for both new and 
well established bands. In addition, while moderate engagement is positively related to 
sales for the established bands, such an association is not observed for new bands.  
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Implications 
This study is among the first to report nuanced content-level findings in a dynamic framework of 
social media activity.  The key implications are that engaging consumers in digital social media 
has a significant relation to firm sales. That engagement varies by the nature, frequency, and 
content of firm messages, as well as with characteristics of the brand.  
 
It is crucial for managers to understand these nuances and design digital marketing strategies 
accordingly. Managers should experiment with tweet content, taking in account the relative 
strength of the brand when communicating with specific follower segments. 
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Introduction

Over the past few years, there has been a significant increase in consumer adoption and
use of digital social media. As a direct consequence of this growing interest, firms have been
experimenting with various strategies in order to engage meaningfully with consumers within this
media. A recent McKinsey survey of 1469 C-level executives reveals that while a majority list
digital marketing and social tools as a top ten priority on their strategic agendas and expect social
media to deliver value for their firms, only a few have begun any systematic engagement with
consumers via these media (Brown and Sikes 2012). The primary reason for this reluctance among
managers to fully embrace social media as a platform for marketing investments has been a lack of
understanding of how firm actions in social media influence consumer engagement, and in the end,
impact sales (Divol, Edelman and Sarrazin 2012). Given this context, in this research we analyze
social media dynamics to address the following questions: How do firm messages in digital social
media affect consumer engagement? How does this engagement evolve over time? And finally,
how does such engagement relate to subsequent performance that generates value, such as sales?
To begin answering these questions, in this paper, we empirically analyze how actions taken by
music bands in digital media relate to consumer engagement, and subsequently, sales. Since the
success of a band depends on the strength of its brand, we anticipate these insights related to the
building of a musical brand to be of broader relevance to managers across industries interested in
digitally building their own new and existing brands.

In the recent past, there has been growing academic interest as well as research in social
media. Research has focused on issues such as understanding the diffusion process in a digital
social network given individual connections between its members (Katona, Zubcsek and Sarvary,
2011), the impact of opinion leadership and social contagion within social networks on the adop-
tion of innovations (Iyengar, Van den Bulte and Valente, 2011) the social dynamics of online rating
forums (Moe and Trusov, 2011), and the role of connectivity versus activity (i.e. hubs vs. pumps)
in online social networks (Stephen, Dover and Goldenberg, 2011). Much of this work combines
social network analysis techniques with elements of marketing theory to address substantive issues
of interest to managers. Consumer behavior and choices in digital social media differ substantially
from traditional media (Leskovec and Kleinberg, 2009, van Doorn et. al. 2010, Hennig-Thurau
et. al. 2010), as well as across different types of digital social media, such as blogs (Mayzlin and
Yoganarasimhan 2012; Gruhl et al., 2004), YouTube (Oh, Susarla, and Tan, 2008), and Twitter
(Huberman et. al., 2009). Consequently, investigating how activities in distinct social media affect
consumer engagement and sales has also been a question of interest to managers and researchers
alike (Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006).

To address this issue, researchers have started to take a deeper look at some of the online
interactions and dynamics in order to provide a richer understanding of how consumers and firms
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interact in digital social media. For instance, Iyengar, Han and Gupta (2009) investigate how status
and the online behavior of friends influence individual behavior. Godes and Mayzlin (2009) inves-
tigate firm side actions to see whether firm mediated word of mouth has an impact within a social
network. Onishi and Manchanda (2010) study the interactions between traditional media and new
media (blogs in their context) to show that both have a positive and interactive effect on sales, with
traditional media playing an active role in influencing volume on new media. Stephen and Galak
(2012) distinguish between traditional, owned (e.g., websites) and earned media (e.g., publicity)
and demonstrated the existence of interactive effects: while all impact sales, social earned media
can also play a role in driving activity in traditional media. Sonnier, McAlister and Rutz (2011)
use proprietary online interpersonal communications data and automated sentiment scores to show
that positive, neutral as well as negative communication has a significant impact on sales.

Along with academic researchers, marketing analytics companies such as comScore are
also interested in researching this space: a recent report from comScore and Facebook on the
power of “liking” on sites such as Facebook distinguishes between the impact and reach a brand
can have on social media platforms by distinctly considering direct reach to fans or followers, and
indirect reach to friends of these fans and followers (Lipsman et al. 2012). They conclude that
while acquiring fans is important, engaging them in order to reach their friends is equally if not
more important. Thus, the value of a brand’s presence on social media might be influenced not
just by direct reach, but also by engagement, loyalty and as a consequence a brand’s indirect reach.
However, the link between a brand’s activity on social media, the resulting impact on consumer
engagement, and the final important consequence on sales has been fairly elusive.

While this is a broad problem in general, in this research we specifically focus on un-
derstanding how firm actions in microblogs (a particularly popular digital social medium, e.g.,
Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn status updates, Tumblr) influence engagement with potential con-
sumers, and the relationship between this engagement and firms’ sales. Defining and measuring
consumer engagement is well recognized as a challenging task by researchers (e.g., Schau et. al.
2009, Gupta et. al. 2010, van Doorn et. al. 2010). van Doorn et. al. (2010) define engagement
as “customers’ behavioral manifestation toward a brand or firm, beyond purchase, resulting from
motivational drivers.” Accordingly, our study focuses on understanding this underlying behav-
ioral manifestation, i.e., engagement of consumers, given their actions in microblogs along with
firm actions therein. Microblogging sites such as Twitter are well suited for our study, given the
rapid growth in their adoption by consumers as well as the associated growing interest from both
academia and industry, in understanding consumer activities and effective participation of firms on
such platforms (Schweidel and Moe 2012, Toubia and Stephen 2013).

In this paper, we analyze the impact of firm actions on consumer engagement and sales
within the context of the music industry. This is a particularly interesting industry in terms of
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social dynamics, since we observe many firms (i.e., music bands) at distinct levels of maturity.
In particular, we focus on two distinct types of bands: some that are relatively well established,
and others that are relatively unknown. We distinguish between these two types to compare and
contrast how consumer engagement in digital social media might differ for new brands versus
established ones. Across types, we aim to identify effective actions of well performing bands that
other firms can learn from in developing their own social media strategies.

We identify the relatively new versus established bands as follows. To identify new bands,
we focus on a set of bands that were involved in “rock residencies” – a not-so-uncommon activity
among upcoming music bands. A rock residency is an event with a fixed program – typically spread
over a pre-defined time period, that allows a relatively unknown musical band to perform for free in
established night clubs (Ulaby 2010). Many music clubs across the nation have rock residencies on
Monday nights (or other slow week nights) where bands perform in those clubs every Monday for
one month. A rock residency serves three purposes: the band obtains a free venue to showcase and
develop its talent, the club obtains a free performer, and consumers obtain free live music. Rock
residencies are a particularly interesting phenomenon for the purposes of this study because not
only are the bands performing within these residencies relatively unknown as a brand, but they also
are on a mission to develop themselves into successful professional brands. In addition, given their
demographic composition, most bands engaging in residencies tend to be reasonably comfortable
with digital social media, and often proactive in using such media to connect with their audience
and potential consumers, for building their brand. For instance, most new bands have their own
Twitter profile, via which they reach out to their followers, a fan page on last.fm, alongside other
digital presences. To study the relatively more established brands, we identify a set of bands that
performed at the same music clubs hosting rock residencies, but on the more popular nights of the
weeks (e.g., Thursdays/Fridays/Saturdays).1

We collect activity data for these bands and their followers on Twitter, as well as infor-
mation about offline concert performances by the bands during this period. This provides us with
a rich set of information to investigate what specific types of messages sent by a band translate
into effective engagement with their followers. To better analyze the impact of these messages,
we use existing computational techniques for sentiment analysis (i.e., supervised machine learning
approaches, such as a Naive Bayes classifier and random trees) to classify the content of these mes-
sages along two key distinct dimensions: emotion and information (Brieman 2001, Go, Bhayani
and Huang 2009, Celikyilmaz, Hakkani-Tur and Feng 2010, Kouloumpis, Wilson and Moore 2011,
Machedon, Rand and Joshi 2013, Monner, Rand and Joshi 2013). Separately, we also collect sales
data for the albums released by these bands. Using these sales data, we further investigate to what

1By focusing on bands that have performed at the same clubs, we hope to minimize the impact of other extraneous
factors on our analysis of interest.
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extent the resulting engagement with followers in digital social media translates into monetary
benefits for the firm. With this research, we seek to shed some light on (1) how b[r]ands leverage
one digital social medium to attract and motivate followers, (2) whether specific b[r]and messages
impact followers’ engagement levels and subsequent activity, (3) whether offline activity has any
significant impact on online activity, (4) what the role of activities in social media is in driving
brand sales performance and hence value, and (5) contrast how actions and consequences differ for
the relatively newer brands vs. the more established ones.

Extensive past research has shown that consumer behavior progresses through various
stages or phases, such as need arousal, information search due to awareness, generation of con-
sideration sets, belief updating, evaluation, purchase and post-purchase reactions (for an excellent
review, see Roberts and Lilien 1993, Eliashberg and Lilien 1993, Wedel and Kamakura 2000). At
the same time, research on social interactions has highlighted the importance of firm actions on
consumer response and engagement (e.g., Godes et. al. 2005). Of late, researchers have used
hidden Markov models (HMM) to characterize consumers’ different relationship states with firms,
and their transitions among states over time (e.g., Netzer, Lattin and Srinivasan 2008, Li, Sun and
Montgomery 2011, Shi, Wedel and Pieters 2013). In the social media context, ongoing interac-
tions between firms and consumers allows for the possibility of different levels of engagement for
consumers with firms, and for firms to influence this engagement through specific types of actions.
Moreover, while firm actions may or may not cause instantaneous changes to consumer engage-
ment levels, consistent actions could lead to long term changes in terms of consumer responses.
Hence, HMM serves as a good approach for modeling this problem. Following existing research
(e.g., Netzer, Lattin and Srinivasan 2008, Li, Sun and Montgomery 2011, Shi, Wedel and Pieters
2013), we use HMM to understand how firm actions result in various consumer engagement states.

Our estimation shows that consumers exhibit differing levels of engagement with firms;
and their levels of engagement also evolve over time, depending on firm actions. We also find
notable differences in the nature and dynamics of engagement between followers of new brands
and followers of established brands. Specifically, we find that a moderate level of engagement is a
somewhat unstable state for followers of new brands, and that such consumers are prone to migrat-
ing out of this moderate level of engagement to become either more fully engaged, or disengaged.
In contrast, a moderate level of engagement is relatively stable for followers of established brands
(i.e., it is a stickier state). Furthermore, we find that the specific content of a firm’s communication
has distinct effects on consumer engagement; such effects vary for new and established brands; as
well as from consumer to consumer, depending on their existing engagement levels. Finally, we
find that the level of engagement recovered from our study is strongly associated with the sales of
the firm’s products, and the nature of this association is also distinct for the new and established
brands in a way that is consistent with the characteristics of engagement levels for these brands.
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Our research makes a few key contributions. First, we demonstrate the dynamic effects
of firm actions in microblogs on consumer engagement. Second, we show that the relationship
between firm actions and consumer engagement goes beyond a simple correlation in volume, and
that informational and emotional content by firms have distinct effects on consumer engagement,
which vary depending on both the type of firm and the status of its consumers. Finally, we show
that follower engagement in microblogs is positively linked to sales of a firm’s products, thus con-
firming the importance of consumer engagement on social media websites. To our best knowledge,
we are among the first to report such nuanced content level findings at the content level in a dy-
namic framework, and to specifically relate the impact of firm actions on consumer engagement
as well as sales. Consequently, our findings provide direct and timely guidance to practitioners
in terms of the nature of messages that can be leveraged to engage with followers, and eventually
impact sales.

The rest of this paper is laid out as follows. Below, we first describe the data used in
our analysis, and the sources for collection of this data. In this section, we also discuss how we
processed available data to generate measures of volume, sentiment, and information content. This
is followed by the model section, where we lay out the details of our modeling approach. We
then discuss the findings from our analysis and the key insights we derive based on these findings.
Finally, we conclude with a summary of our observations and thoughts on future research.

Data

Our dataset consists of music bands that have performed during a two year period (2008-
2009) in two clubs in a major metropolitan area in the United States. Among these, 37 bands
engaged in rock residencies and were new and up-coming bands, while 20 performed on regular
club nights (e.g., Thursday and Friday nights), and were relatively more established bands. Thus,
we have 37 focal bands and 20 control bands. For each of these bands, we then collect data from
various sources on their social media activities, live performances, and album sales. For social
media activity, we focus on the popular micro-blogging site, Twitter.

Twitter data

The Twitter data was collected between October 18, 2010 and January 31, 2011, and spans
the 2008-2011 time period. We first identified the number of followers for each band to understand
band popularity and reach, and created a list of followers for each band. We retroactively collected
all tweets sent by each of these bands between July 1st, 2008 and January 31, 2011, totaling
135 weeks, and all tweets sent by the followers of these bands during the same time period that
included the name or twitter ID of any of the bands under consideration.2 This dataset contains

2Note that the band names in our data set are quite unique, hence tweets that contain the band name are highly
likely to be about the band.
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30,826 tweets sent by the bands, and 7,218 tweets sent by 2,649 of these bands’ followers (these
bands have more followers, but many of them did not tweet about the bands during the time period).
Table 1 shows the summary statistics for the bands and followers activity in Twitter, and reveals
some interesting observations.3 First, focal bands, which are the more up and coming bands, tweet
more than the control, established bands. Not only do the focal bands tweet more, but so do their
followers. As one would expect, the control bands have more followers, but the difference is not
as striking. Finally, the standard deviations are higher than the means, indicating that activity in
Twitter is quite skewed across both band types.

Concerts data

While Twitter data provides us with a measure of a band’s online activity, we are also
interested in measuring a band’s offline activity, since offline activity can often also play a role
in determining consumer engagement and sales. The best measure for offline activity for these
emerging bands is the concerts they played, as bands tend to promote and publicize themselves
ahead of and around these events, to the extent possible. Hence, for each band, we collect data
about past concerts they performed from Songkick4 during the same time period as the Twitter
data collection. A summary of these data is provided in Table 2. As expected, on average, the
more established control bands perform more offline concerts than the focal bands.

Sales data

We collect sales data for each of our bands from AC Nielsen. For each band, we first
determine the list of albums released. The sales data contains a total of 34 albums by focal bands,
and 29 albums by control bands, that were released during the 135 weeks covered by our tweet
data. For each of these albums, the weekly sales numbers are provided by AC Nielsen across
all available channels (traditional, as well as non-traditional ones). The descriptive statistics are
reported in Table 3. From the table, we see that as might be expected, the average weekly unit
sales as well as the number of previous albums are higher for the control bands than for the focal
bands, and the standard deviation for sales of focal bands is higher than that for control bands.
We include only the albums whose release dates were within the 135 weeks covered by the tweet
data, since sales of new media products, such as albums and movies, are usually concentrated in
the early weeks right after release.5

Content analysis of tweets

3All tables and figures are provided at the end of the text, after References.
4www.songkick.com
5Such a pattern is also very distinctly observed in our data.
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Our Twitter data collection exercise provides us with a large set of tweets sent by both
the bands and followers (consumers). Such data lend itself to easy measurement of volume (e.g.,
number of tweets sent per unit of time). However, although volume is an important characteristic of
band action in social media, it alone is not sufficient. Each tweet, containing up to 140 characters,
likely carries additional diagnostic content. Analyzing the content of these tweets on a large scale
is a challenging but important task. To complement the conventional volume metric, and enable
us gain a more nuanced understanding of the different firm actions, we use two types of content
analysis to generate numerical scores for each tweet.

Conceptually, we view a firm’s actions in social media as having an intent of generating
engagement on part of the consumer. To this end, tweets act like advertisements. Similar to ads,
they might seek to make informational appeals and/or persuasive emotional appeals (e.g., Batra et.
al. 1996, Bagwell 2007). Thus, a firm might seek to provide information to the consumer that al-
lows her to learn more about the firm, which may increase awareness about the firm. Alternatively,
a firm might primarily seek to persuade a consumer by establishing an emotional connection, hence
send messages that are high on emotional content. Hence, for each tweet, we measure informa-
tional content as well as emotional content, using existing computational text analysis procedures
that use supervised machine learning techniques (e.g., Go, Bhayani and Huang 2009, Celikyilmaz,
Hakkani-Tur and Feng 2010, Kouloumpis, Wilson and Moore 2011, Machedon, Rand and Joshi
2013, Monner, Rand and Joshi 2013). To measure informational content, we use supervised ma-
chine learning in order to automatically classify whether or not a tweet is informational. We follow
the procedure described in Machedon et. al. (2013) to generate a 0/1 score for each tweet, where
1 indicates that the tweet content is informational. To measure emotional content, we follow the
procedure described in Monner et. al. (2013), and based on a set of pretests, we generate a 0/1
sentiment score for each tweet, where 1 indicates that the tweet content is emotional.6

Table 4 summarizes the results of the above two classification rules for band and follower
tweets. We emphasize that the emotional classification and informational classification are two
separate dimensions, i.e. a tweet can be both emotional and informational, or neither emotional
nor informational, etc. From this table, we see that followers in general tend to be more emotional
in their tweets than bands: 52.93% of follower tweets are emotional for focal bands and 60.68%
for control bands, compared with 32.09% of band tweets being emotional for focal bands and
36.19% for control bands. Further, followers of established bands are relatively more emotional
(60.68% vs. 39.32%), whereas followers of new bands are almost equally likely to be emotional or
non-emotional in their messages (52.93% vs. 47.07%). In terms of informational content, the de-
scriptive statistics show no major differences between tweets sent by either types of bands or their
followers. For both types of bands and their followers, around 30% of tweets are informational.

6Note that emotional tweets include tweets that score high on positive as well as negative sentiment.
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Finally, the correlation between messages and their content by band across all bands is
reported in Table 5. In this table, Tbands denotes the number of tweets sent by the band; %T emotional

bands

denotes the proportion of a bands tweets that were emotional in nature; etc. A few notable ob-
servations can be made from this table. First, the number of band tweets is positively correlated
with the number of follower tweets. This serves as preliminary evidence that tweets by a band and
tweets by its followers are related, warranting a more detailed analysis in order to better understand
this relation. Second, the more a band tweets, the higher its proportion of emotional tweets, and
the lower its proportion of informational tweets. Third, the proportion of emotional tweets by a
band is positively correlated with the proportion of informational tweets by the band. This posi-
tive correlation between informational and emotional tweets is also observed for follower tweets,
although the correlation is not as strong as for the band tweets. Finally and more interestingly,
the proportion of band emotional tweets is positively correlated with the proportion of follower
emotional tweets, and the proportion of band informative tweets is positively correlated with both
the proportion of follower informative tweets and that of follower emotional tweets. This suggests
that band tweets and follower tweets are related not just at the volume level, but also at content
level, and there is clear evidence of the “spillover” of informational and emotional content from
bands to their followers. All these observations confirm the close relationship between a band’s
and followers’ tweeting activities, and motivate our modeling effort.

Model

In this section, we describe our modeling approach. We first set up a model for followers’
tweeting activities, where our focus is on understanding the behavioral characteristics of different
levels of consumer engagement, how such engagement levels change over time, and how bands’
actions influence a change in these engagement levels. A conceptual diagram of our model is
shown in Figure 1. The centerpiece of our analysis is a hidden Markov model (HMM) of different
levels of consumer engagements. As discussed earlier, HMM is a good fit for our study, since it
allows for both multiple levels of engagements and the dynamic transition among these different
levels over time, depending on firm actions (Netzer, Lattin and Srinivasan 2008). In our model,
there are different levels of consumer engagements, each captured as a state. The consumer’s
overall propensity to tweet, and the propensities to send emotional tweets or informational tweets,
all depend on the engagement state. Consumers naturally transition among these engagement states
over time. Such transitions are further influenced by the tweets sent by the bands.

A natural limitation of HMM, though, is that conditional on the current state, action is in-
dependent from history. In our context, it implies that a band’s tweet influences follower’s tweets
only through a change in the engagement level. Such a formulation might be highly restrictive un-
der certain circumstances. For example, consider a band sending a tweet describing its album. Such
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a tweet may generate interest in the band among its followers. Furthermore, it may also provide the
followers with information so that the follower has new content to tweet about in the subsequent
time periods. The former effect is captured by HMM, through states and transition. However, the
latter effect is not. Hence, we introduce in our model, in parallel to the engagement states, two
“stock” variables that capture the amount of accumulated information and emotion gained through
band tweets, as shown in Figure 1. These stock variables change over time depending on band
tweets, and will influence the amount and type of tweets sent by the follower.

Along with engagement, we also analyze the relationship between engagement level and
the observed sales of bands’ albums. To the extent that engagement level inferred from our tweets
model can explain band sales, it serves as a validation of the appropriateness of the model, and
testifies to the managerial importance of understanding such engagement. This relationship is
illustrated in Figure 2, where among other factors, the proportion of followers in the different
levels of engagement, followers’ information stock, and followers’ emotion stock all explain the
sales for the bands’ albums at the time; along with a bands’ offline actions. We model the relation
between consumer engagement and album sales using a generalized diffusion model. We now
discuss each of these model components in detail.

The tweets model

We first explain the tweets model in detail. There are I twitter users, each following one
of the bands. There are T time periods, each representing a week in our context. During any time
period, a band may send one or more tweets, or none at all. Similarly, during each time period, a
user may send one or more tweets about the band, or none at all.

The content within each tweet is classified using two key dimensions, as discussed ear-
lier. The first is the emotional dimension, where a tweet is classified as being either emotional
or non-emotional. The second is the informational dimension, where a tweet is classified as be-
ing either informational or non-informational. These are two separate dimensions, thus a tweet
can be both emotional and informational, neither emotional nor informational, or emotional but
non-informational or vice versa.

Denote the tweets sent by user i at time t as Cit = {CNE,NI
it ,CE,NI

it ,CNE,I
it ,CE,I

it }, where the
superscripts NE/E represent non-emotional and emotional, respectively, and NI/I non-informational
and informational, respectively. In a slight abuse of notation, we also use Cit to represent the total
number of tweets where it does not cause confusion. We model the tweets using a count model,
assuming that the number of tweets in each time period comes from a Poisson distribution:

Cit ⇠ Poisson(lit) (1)

Furthermore, we denote the probability of a tweet being emotional as pE,it and that being
informational as pI,it . Treating these as orthogonal dimensions, we then model the number of
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tweets of each type also using Poisson distributions:

CNE,NI
it ⇠ Poisson(lit · (1� pE,it) · (1� pI,it)) (2)

CE,NI
it ⇠ Poisson(lit · pE,it · (1� pI,it)) (3)

CNE,I
it ⇠ Poisson(lit · (1� pE,it) · pI,it) (4)

CE,I
it ⇠ Poisson(lit · pE,it · pI,it) (5)

We seek to understand a user’s level of engagement with the band she follows through her
tweets and the band’s tweet over time. Similar to the user, the band can also send a number of
tweets of different types in each time period. We denote the band tweets received by the user i at
time t as Bit = {BNE,NI

it ,BE,NI
it ,BNE,I

it ,BE,I
it }.

We use a finite number of states to represent users’ levels of engagement with the bands
at different point in time. Each state represents a specific level of engagement. For example, a
user may be in a state of “low engagement,” when she is not engaged with the band at all, or be
in a state of “moderate engagement” where she shows some interest in the band, etc. Denote the
state of user i at time t as sit ,sit 2 {1, ...,S}, where S is the total number of states. Since the states
represent different levels of engagement, tweeting behaviors are expected to differ by state.

In addition to the different levels of engagement, different users may have different amount
of information on the bands they follow, and such information may evolve over time based on the
volume and content of tweets sent by the bands. If a band frequently sends out informational
tweets, for example, a follower may know more about the band, i.e. have more information, than
does a user who follows a band which seldom sends such tweets. We capture this amount of
information using an information stock variable. We denote the information stock of user i at time
t as Iit . Similarly, a follower may also harbor an emotion stock of the band, which depends on the
number of emotional tweets the band sends over time. We denote this emotion stock variable of
user i at time t as Eit .

The engagement state as well as the information and emotion stock of a user are likely
to affect both the amount and type of tweets sent by that user. For example, we may expect that
a more engaged user may be more likely to tweet, and more information may make a user more
likely to tweet. Furthermore, we may expect that the more information a user has, the more likely
are her tweets to be informational. To account for such dependencies, we model the tweeting rate
parameters as follows:

ln(lit) = ln(li,0,sit )+bI,sit Iit +bE,sit Eit (6)

logit(pE,it) = gE
0,sit

+ gE
I,sit

Iit + gE
E,sit

Eit (7)

logit(pI,it) = g I
0,sit

+ g I
I,sit

Iit + g I
E,sit

Eit (8)
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The equations show that the propensity to tweet, and the propensity for a tweet to be
emotional, and to be informational, are all state-dependent and are influenced by the information
and emotion stock of the user at the time. The coefficients for the information and emotion stocks
are also state dependent, as users in different states may respond to information and emotion level
differently. More information, for example, may not sway the tweet propensity of an unengaged
user by much, whereas it may make an active user much more likely to tweet.

Users naturally transition among the states over time, making this a hidden Markov model
(HMM). Band tweets are expected to influence such state transitions. An enthusiastic announce-
ment about an upcoming album, for example, may get a follower engaged very quickly. We denote
the state transition matrix as Ait =

⇥

ait, jk
⇤

j,k=1,...,S. That is, the state transition matrix is an S⇥ S
matrix, where element ait, jk denotes the probability of user i transitioning from state j to state k
at time t. Starting from a state j, the user can transition to any of the other states in the next time
period. We model this using the multinomial logit setup:

Uit, jk = a jk,0 +a jk,1BNE,NI
it +a jk,2BE,NI

it +a jk,3BNE,I
it +a jk,4BE,I

it (9)

ait, jk = exp(Uit, jk)/
S

Â
l=1

exp(Uit, jl) (10)

That is, there is an intrinsic probability of transition from state j to state k, captured by
a jk,0, and the probability is altered by the number of different tweets the band sends at the time.
For example, an emotional and informational tweet by the band may make the user more likely to
move from state j to state k, and this will be reflected as a positive sign for the coefficient a jk,4.
We normalize Uit, j j = 0 for each j for identification.

In addition to states, the information stock and emotion stock of a user also evolves over
time according to the band tweets. For the information stock, we expect only the informational
tweets from the band, BI

it = BNE,I
it +BE,I

it , to matter, and we model the evolution of information
stock as follows:

Iit = d I
i Iit�1 +BI

it (11)

For the emotion stock, we expect only the emotional tweets from the band, BE
it = BE,NI

it +

BE,I
it , to matter, and we model the evolution of emotion stock as follows:

Eit = d E
i Eit�1 +BE

it (12)

That is, receiving informational tweets from the band increases the user’s information
stock, and receiving emotional tweets from the band increases the user’s emotional stock, while
the information stock depreciates over time as captured by the factor d I

i 2 (0,1), and the emotion
stock depreciates over time with a rate d E

i 2 (0,1).
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We assume the intrinsic tweet propensity parameter li,0,sit , and the two depreciation pa-
rameters d I

i and d E
i for each individual user to be draws from corresponding population level

Normal distributions, as follows:

ln(li,0,sit )⇠ Normal(ln(l 0,sit ),s
2
l ,sit

) (13)

logit(d I
i )⇠ Normal(logit(d I),s2

d I) (14)

logit(d E
i )⇠ Normal(logit(d E),s2

d E ) (15)

This completes the setup of the tweet model as a hierarchical Bayesian model, which lends
itself to estimation using Markov-Chain Monte Carlo methods.

The album sales model

We now describe the album sales model used in our study. Since the purpose here is
simply to assess the relation between the engagement level derived from our tweet model and the
actual sales of album, we follow the well established diffusion approach for modeling album sales
by using a Generalized Bass Model (GBM) (Bass 1969, Bass, Krishnan and Jain 1994, Bass, Jain
and Krishnan 2000). Specifically, let there be A albums. For an album a, its sales in time t, where
t indexes the time period since the release of the album, is:

Ra,t = Ma fa(t) (16)

where fa(t) is the hazard of album a at time t, which evolves as per a generalized Bass
model that incorporates the effects of engagement and offline actions, as follows:

fa(t)
1�Fa(t)

= (pa +qaFa(t))exp(
�!b Xa,t) (17)

and

ln(Ma) = g0 +
�!g Za (18)

In the model, pa and qa are the coefficients of innovation and imitation for album a,
respectively. Xa,t are the time-varying covariates of album a that affect its sales. Ma is the market
potential for album a, and Za are the covariates that affect such potential. To relate album sales to
follower engagement, the covariates Xa,t include: the proportion of followers of the band in each
engagement state at the time, the average information stock of the followers at the time, the average
emotion stocks of the followers at the time, and the number of concerts performed by the band at
the time. Except for the last variable, the others are measures derived from the tweet model. The
last variable is a proxy for the important control variable for bands’ offline promotion activities,
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since bands often tend to advertise and promote themselves and their albums during and through
live performing concerts. The covariates Za include the number of albums previously released by
the band and the number of twitter followers of the band. The former is included to account for
the effect of experience, while the latter is a proxy for the band reach.

Furthermore, we assume the coefficients of innovation and imitation for each album a are
drawn from population level distributions, as follows:

logit(pa) ⇠ Normal(logit(p),s2
p) (19)

ln(qa) ⇠ Normal(ln(q),s2
q ) (20)

This completes the hierarchical Bayesian setup for the album sales model, which lends it
to estimation through MCMC.

Results

We posit that the activities of followers of focal bands would differ meaningfully from
those of followers of control bands, and so would album sales. Consequently, for both the tweet
model and the album sales model, we estimate two separate sets of parameters, for focal bands
and for control bands, even though the structure of the model is identical. In the discussion below,
we report estimates for focal bands alongside those for control band, and compare and contrast the
two sets of estimates.

We adopt a Bayesian approach and estimate our model using Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) methods. The details of the MCMC procedure are specified in the Appendix. We run
40,000 iterations, with the first 20,000 discarded for burn-in and the remaining used for infer-
ence. We run multiple MCMC chains from different starting values. The results indicate that our
estimates are not sensitive to starting values.

Followers for estimation

Our original tweet dataset contains 2,649 followers of the focal and control bands who
have tweeted about the bands. Our model focuses on the engagement levels and the transition
among them over time for individual followers. To ensure adequate data variation for estimation,
we excluded those followers who have tweeted only once during the 135 weeks. Research on
consumer dynamics often focuses on heavy users (e.g. Guadagni and Little 1983, Erdem and
Keane 1996). In our dataset, however, we would be left with too few followers if we increase the
exclusion threshold. Furthermore, our hierarchical Bayesian model setup allows us to include units
for which we have only a few observations. The dataset used for estimation thus contains followers
who have tweeted at least twice. There are 999 such followers. The descriptive statistics of their
tweets, by band type, are reported in Table 6. As the table shows, consistent with the findings
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reported earlier in the data section, followers of focal bands on average tweet slightly more than
followers of control bands.

Model selection

We estimated the model for different numbers of latent states, ranging from 1 to 5 (the 1-
state model is equivalent to a model with all other components of our proposed model but without
latent engagement states). We use log-marginal density as the model selection criteria (Newton
and Raftery 1994, Chib 1995). These log marginal densities are reported in Table 7. As the
table shows, all the multiple-state models (from 2-state to 5-state) have much better model fit
than the 1-state model. This indicates that it is important to account for the different levels of
underlying engagement. For the multiple-state models, log-marginal density is maximized at 3-
states. Examining the parameter estimates shows that this is reasonable: for both the 4-state and
5-state model, there are multiple states where the propensity to tweet is very low such that the
consumer is unlikely to tweet at all, thus adding these additional states does not improve model fit
or lead to better understanding of consumer activity. Based on these results, we choose the 3-state
model for our subsequent analysis. We denote these three states, starting with the lowest state,
as followers having “low” (SL), “moderate” (SM), or “high” (SH) level of engagement with the
band. We will use this notation in the subsequent discussion to interpret model results. During
this interpretation, we interchangeably refer to follower in a state of low engagement as being
unengaged, those in a state of moderate engagement as being somewhat engaged, and followers in
the high engagement state to be highly engaged, with the band.

The impact of band actions on follower engagement

Having postulated three underlying levels of consumer engagement, we first analyze the
impact of a brand’s actions in social media on these three levels of consumer engagement. As
outlined in Figure 1, we first focus on the engagement states and consumers’ transition across
them. The estimates for the hidden Markov model for the focal bands are reported in Table 8.

From Table 8, we see that in the absence of band tweets, unengaged consumers are un-
likely to move up in their level of engagement: the intercepts corresponding to movement out of
the unengaged state (SL) are both negative. For somewhat engaged consumers, they exhibit a ten-
dency to move towards the unengaged state but are unlikely to move to the more engaged state in
the absence of any band communications. On the other hand, the highly engaged consumers, in
the absence of any band action, are more likely to remain in a fully engaged state than to move to
either the somewhat engaged or unengaged state.

When a band tweets, the nature of the message has a differential impact on the change
in the level of engagement among followers. First, tweets of any type will help move unengaged
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consumers to a higher level of engagements (all coefficients are positive and statistically significant
for transitions from SL, whether to SM or SH). When followers are unengaged, non-informational
messages are more likely to improve chances of engagement. An emotional but non-informational
tweet has the highest impact among different types of tweets. A potential explanation for this is that
for generating engagement, unengaged followers might first need to establish a strong emotional
connection with a band’s message, before acting on the information being provided by the band.

For somewhat engaged followers, a tweet with any message type lowers their propensity to
move to an unengaged state (all four coefficients from SM to SL have negative posterior mean, and
three of them are statistically significant). Emotional and informational tweets have the highest im-
pact in keeping somewhat engaged followers from being disengaged. Interestingly, only emotional
but non-informational tweets move these consumers to a highly engaged state (only coefficient
that is positive and statistically significant for transition from SM to SH). However, that effect is
also weakened by the fact that a tweet of such type is the least effective in preventing followers
from transitioning to the unengaged states. Tweets that are non-emotional and non-informational
are likely to keep somewhat engaged followers from becoming disengaged, but are not helpful in
further increasing their engagement.

For the fully engaged state, in general, a message with any type of content helps keep
consumers in the same state (majority of the coefficients from SH are negative and statistically
significant). Transition from this state, if it takes place, is more likely to be to an unengaged state
rather than a somewhat engaged state. Somewhat surprisingly, emotional but non-informational
tweets might cause fully engaged consumers to transition to an unengaged state (for SH ! SL,the
coefficient for E,nI is 0.09 and statistically significant). A potential explanation for this observation
is that when followers are fully engaged, “empty” emotional messages might no longer be enough:
their high level of engagement might lead them to desire to keep being informed by the band about
ongoing developments with the band. We do note, however, that the coefficient is quite small, and
the increased probability of transitioning to the unengaged state is counter-balanced by the much
reduced probability of transitioning to the somewhat engaged state (the corresponding coefficient
for SH ! SM is -1.54 and statistically significant).

We now turn our attention to the state-transition estimates for the control bands, as re-
ported in Table 9. First, note that all intercepts except one are negative and statistically significant,
indicating that consumers in general are quite likely to stay in the same state of engagement in
the absence of any tweets. This is not surprising, since we are now looking at the followers of
established bands, who have been around for a longer time, allowing consumers to have a good
sense of the fit of the band’s music with their tastes, leading to more stable underlying states.

Considering followers in the unengaged state, we see that informational but non-emotional
tweets have a strong effect in transitioning them to both somewhat engaged and fully engaged states
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(the coefficient for nE,I is positive and statistically significant for both SL ! SM and SL ! SH).
Understandably, given that the bands have been around for some time, followers may need ac-
tual information in order to become engaged, instead of just emotional appeals. Note, however,
that emotional but non-informational tweets do help followers transition directly to the fully en-
gaged state (the coefficient for E,nI is positive and statistically significant for SL ! SH), although
this mostly reflects just a substitution between the somewhat engaged and fully engaged states
(the coefficient is negative and statistically significant for SL ! SM). Overall, this shows that for
unengaged followers of control bands, while an informational tweet is the most effective, an emo-
tional tweet may somewhat help in transitioning directly to the fully engaged state instead of the
somewhat engaged state.

For followers in the somewhat engaged state, tweets of any type reduce the probability
of transitioning to the unengaged state (coefficients for SM ! SL are negative, and except one, all
statistically significant). However, while tweets help prevent these followers from becoming disen-
gaged, they do not seem to be effective in transitioning them into the fully engaged states (only the
coefficient for E,nI is positive for SM ! SH , and even then it is not statistically significant). This
suggests that, compared to the case of focal bands, for followers of control bands the somewhat
engaged state is less of an interim state, lacking “upward mobility”, i.e. followers may transition
from the unengaged state to either the somewhat engaged or fully engaged state. But if they get to
the somewhat engaged state, they may lack the interest to become further engaged.

Finally, for followers in the fully engaged states, band tweets in general reduce their prob-
ability of transitioning to the unengaged state. However, such tweets do not appear to be effective
on preventing followers from transitioning to the somewhat engaged state, for which the default
probability is quite high. This suggests that for control bands, the fully engaged state of followers
is less sticky than that for focal band. This is not surprising, since for an existing brand, it is more
challenging to keep customers engaged, since excitement is harder to generate in the absence of
the “newness” factor.

To facilitate a more intuitive understanding of a band’s actions in social media on state
transitions, based on the estimates in Tables 8 and 9, we compute the probabilities of transitioning
across states given a single tweet of a specific type. These transition probabilities are shown in
Table 10. Note that these transition matrices are derived from the parameter estimates that we dis-
cussed above. Therefore, they do not present new interpretations and new insights per se. Instead
of repeating the detailed interpretation of the parameters, we discuss here a few salient observations
in a more substantive way. (Also, some patterns are more visible here since an individual parame-
ter tells only part of the story. For example, the coefficient for an emotional but non-informational
tweet increases the probability of a focal band’s follower transitioning from somewhat engaged
to fully engaged state, but it only slightly decreases the probability of transitioning to unengaged
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state. Thus, the overall effect is clearer in the calculated transition matrix.)
First, for both focal bands and control bands, it is quite difficult to move followers out of

an unengaged state, i.e. to get them engaged to a certain level. The probability of staying in the
SL state is very high for both types of band, with or without tweets. For focal bands, a tweet in
general has approximately a 10% chance of getting a follower engaged, with non-informational
tweets doing slightly better. In contrast, for control bands only informational and non-emotional
tweets have any discernible effect. An informational and non-emotional tweet does have a strong
effect for the control band though, as the change of getting a follower engaged is almost 35%. This
suggests that followers of control bands, since they have presumably been around longer, are not
easily persuaded by emotional arguments any more, and need a strong reason based on information
alone, to cause any change in behavior.

Secondly, for focal bands, the somewhat engaged state is much less stable than for control
bands: i.e., the probability of remaining in that same state is much lower for followers of focal
bands, with or without tweets. This suggests that the somewhat engaged state is a transient one for
focal bands, but not so for control bands: followers of control bands may already know the bands
well enough to decide that they may get engaged but not too engaged, while followers of focal
bands are likely still in the burn-in process where moderate level of engagement is of temporary
nature. Consistent with this, we also note that the fully engaged state is more stable for focal bands
than for control bands, suggesting that followers of focal bands may prefer a more extreme level
of engagement while those of control bands are harder to stay highly engaged for long.

Finally, informational but non-emotional tweets seem to be more effective for control
bands in general. For control bands, informational tweets are both more effective in transitioning
followers out of the unengaged state, i.e. getting them engaged to a certain extent, and more ef-
fective in keeping them in the fully engaged state. For focal bands, somewhat interestingly, tweets
that are both emotional and informational, and tweets that are neither emotional nor informational,
seem to be more effective than those that are either emotional or informational. The former two
types of tweets both are more likely to transition followers into fully engaged state and more likely
to keep them there. The difference is on the margin, as the transition probabilities show that tweets
in general are helpful for focal bands.

In summary, the impact of a firm’s messages varies depending on the state of engagement
of followers, as well as depending on whether the firm is a new one or an established one. Next, we
take a look at how a firm’s message, the consequent follower state, and information and emotion
content relate to observed follower behavior.

The nature of follower actions

In this section, we report on the link between estimated follower engagement, as well as
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their informational and emotional knowledge level, on their observed actions, i.e., the volume,
emotion and information of tweets sent by followers. When followers tweet about a band, this
action reflect the follower engagement as well as interest in the band. Since followers are potential
consumers, it is important for a firm to understand what their actions imply about their under-
lying state. In addition, in social media, followers’ messages reach out to their followers, thus
constituting advertising on behalf of the band to a wider audience which might perhaps not have
been reached by the band’s tweet. Such action could also lead to tweets about the band from the
followers of followers, and beyond, thus further amplifying the reach of the band. Consequently,
understanding this link is of strong interest to researchers and managers alike.

We first report on the retention rates of information and emotion knowledge for followers
in Table 11. From this analysis, we make the following observations. First, overall, retention of
information and emotion knowledge is higher for control bands than for focal bands. This could be
because of the long term nature of relationship with the control bands than the focal bands. Further,
while followers of control bands are more likely to retain information stock than emotion stock, in
contrast, followers of focal bands are more likely to retain emotion stock than information stock.
The managerial implications of these observed decay rates are that while knowledge in general is
“stickier” in established relationships than in nascent ones, emotion is relatively “stickier” within
nascent relationships, whereas information is relatively “stickier” within established ones.

We then report on follower actions. Our results of this analysis are shown in Table 12.
From this table, first note that the intrinsic propensity to tweet differs significantly across states.
For followers in the unengaged state for both focal bands and control bands, the propensity to tweet
is so low as to be nonexistent. For somewhat engaged followers, the propensity to tweet is still
quite low. For fully engaged followers, tweeting is highly likely, averaging one every 2-3 periods
for followers of focal bands and one every 1-2 periods for followers of control bands. Across all
three states, followers of control bands are more likely to tweet than followers of focal bands. On
the first look, this may be surprising since the descriptive statistics of the data show that focal
bands have more follower tweets than control bands. To understand this apparent contradiction,
recall that we have shown that fully engaged followers of focal bands are more likely to remain
fully engaged than their counterparts in control bands. Furthermore, focal bands tweet more than
control bands do, and would thus likely have more of their followers in fully engaged states than
control bands do. Therefore, although in any given state a follower of a control band is more likely
to tweet, followers of focal bands have more tweets overall, since more of them are in the fully
engaged state than followers of control bands are. Such in-depth and nuanced understanding of the
tweeting behavior is enabled by our modeling of both different levels of engagement states and the
different behavior in each state.

We next look at the effect of information and emotion stocks on the propensity to tweet.
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Since the intrinsic propensity to tweet is extremely low for unengaged state, we focus more on
the somewhat engaged and fully engaged state. We see that in general, higher information and
emotion stocks make a follower more likely to tweet, although the effect is not always statistically
significant (it is for both stocks for the fully engaged state for focal bands, and for emotion stock
for the somewhat engaged state for control bands).

We next turn to the type of tweets sent by followers. Again we focus on the somewhat
engaged and fully engaged states. We note that by default, follower tweets are equally likely to
be emotional or non-emotional (only the coefficient for somewhat engaged state for control bands
is positive and statistically significant). In contrast, follower tweets are more likely to be non-
informational than informational (all intercept coefficients are negative, and with the exception of
the somewhat engaged state for focal bands, statistically significant). This is understandable, as
followers need to be informed before they can be informational. Some interesting observations
can be made regarding the impact of information and emotion stock on the type of follower tweets.
First, more information stock makes a follower’s tweet more likely to be informational (the coeffi-
cients for information are positive for both states and both band types, and statistically significant
for three of them), whereas more emotion makes a follower’s tweet less likely to be informational
(three of the corresponding coefficients are negative and two statistically significant). This sug-
gests that followers are more likely to tweet informationally when they have more information,
and when they are less emotional, an understandable but notable finding. Furthermore, for fully
engaged followers of focal band, higher information stock makes the follower tweet less likely to
be emotional, while higher emotion stock make it more likely so, a finding similar to that for send-
ing informational tweets. Interestingly, however, the same is not true for fully engaged followers of
control bands. For these followers, higher informational stock makes the tweet more likely to be
emotional, while higher emotional stock does not have such impact. This suggests that followers
of control bands likely have pre-established emotion towards the band, which is triggered by new
information about the band, but is not affected by the emotion embodied in tweets from the band.

The relation between consumer engagement and sales

Finally we analyze whether the estimated follower engagement states and follower knowl-
edge (i.e., emotional and informational stock) impact final market sales for the focal as well as
established brands. To do so, we estimate the generalized diffusion model specified earlier. The
model is estimated using MCMC, the detail of which is specified in the appendix. Most of the
album sales happen in the early weeks after release. For our estimation, we used the first 12 weeks
of sales of each album (we also estimated the model using 16, 20, and 30 weeks, and find that the
estimates are not sensitive to this choice). The estimated results are reported in Table 13. From
this table, we make the following observations.
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First, note that the estimate for the average coefficient of innovation across all albums for
the focal bands is 0.058 (e�2.781/(1+ e�2.781)), and for the control bands is 0.106; and the cor-
responding average coefficient of imitation is 0.0002 for focal bands and essentially 0 for control
bands. This primarily indicates that album sales are exponential for both types of bands. Further,
they take place at a much faster rate for the more established, control bands, and at a slower pace
for the newer, focal bands.

The impact of follower engagement on sales follows an interesting pattern. First, note that
for both types of bands, the coefficient for the proportion of fully engaged followers is positive with
a large magnitude and is statistically significantly different from 0. This shows that the more fully
engaged followers that a band has at a point in time, the higher the sales. However, for focal bands
the coefficient for the proportion of somewhat engaged followers is negative, while for control band
that coefficient is positive and statistically significant. This contrast is interesting. Recall that when
we discuss the estimates of the tweet and engagement model, we find that the somewhat engaged
state is somewhat transient for followers of focal bands, but more stable and final for followers of
control bands. Their relationship with sales here further validates that observation. For followers
of focal bands, the somewhat engaged state indicates that they are trying to make up their mind on
the band, and are in no mood to purchase, yet. But for followers of control bands, the somewhat
engaged state indicates moderate level of interest, learned over time since the bands have been
around, and thus it has positive albeit small impact on sales. Again, such nuanced understanding is
enabled by our modeling of the different levels of underlying engagement for consumers and their
transition activities.

The coefficients for information stock, emotion stock, and offline concert play are all posi-
tive and statistically significant. A notable exception, however, is the coefficient for the information
stock for control bands is negative. A possible explanation might be that somehow the content of
the information is not recommending purchase. However, this point should be investigated further
in future studies hopeful with the availability of more data. The other coefficients are all positive,
confirming the positive impact of the corresponding factors. That the offline concert has posi-
tive impact on sales is reassuring, since we expect promotion activities to help sales in the first
place. The positive effect of information and emotion stock on sales further confirm the impact of
customer engagement on social media.

In terms of the dynamic market potential, we observe that both number of albums and
followers has a positive impact. Albums have a relatively stronger impact on market potential for
control bands, whereas the follower base has a relatively stronger impact for new bands. This
result suggests that firms indeed are likely to benefit from attempts at building follower bases
within social media, as such bases are associated with a positive impact on sales.

In summary, relating the engagement states and knowledge and information stock that are
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recovered using our tweet model to actual album sales serves as a strong validation to our tweet
model. That these engagement levels and knowledge and informations stocks are generally posi-
tively related to sales shows that engaging in consumers in social media has significant implications
on firm’s sales. It is therefore crucial for managers to understand the nuances of such engagement
on social media and to devise marketing strategies accordingly. As one of the earliest studies in
that area, our research contributes to this understanding.

Conclusions

In this research, we have analyzed the link between firm actions, consumer engagement,
and sales in digital social media. Our key contributions in this work are as follows. First, we
identify the effect of firm actions in microblogs on follower engagement within these microblogs.
Second, we show that follower engagement in microblogs is positively linked to firm sales. Third,
we show that these effects vary for new brands vis-a-vis existing brands. For each effect, we fur-
ther identify the differential roles of emotional and informational message content on generating,
growing and sustaining consumer engagement, their consequent actions in microblogs, and sales.

By deriving these results, we provide empirical support for the hypothesis that firm actions
in social media can generate interest and changes in engagement levels of their followers, and that
such engagement levels can have a positive bottom line impact, on sales. Demonstrating these
effects is of interest not only to researchers, but also to managers struggling with the question
of how best to manage and drive their firms’ social media efforts. For instance, we do observe
that overall it is indeed challenging for firms’ messages in microblogs to cause followers that
are in a low state of engagement to start becoming engaged, both for new as well as established
brands. However, certain types of messages are more likely to be more effective than others. Our
results indicate that for new brands, sending messages, and in particular, sending messages that
might be light on informational content but heavier on emotional content tend to be relatively
more effective. In contrast, we find that for established brands the messages that are likely to have
the most effect are ones that are high on informational content, and low on emotion. A direct
implication for managers is to experiment with their tweet content appropriately, by taking into
account the relative strength of their brand when communicating with specific follower segments
in digital social media.

Our results also suggest that it is important to take into account the possibility that fol-
lower engagement states might be relatively more transient for new brands, when anticipating the
impact of digital social campaigns. Our observation - that even moderate engagement on the part
of followers of established brands relates positively to brand sales, but that this is not the case for
new brands - suggests that new brands might have to first engage substantially with their online
followers using specific message content, to generate changes in engagement levels that can trans-
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late to sales. An implication of this finding is that expecting a direct immediate impact of a digital
campaign might hence, in some sense, be more challenging for new brands, than existing ones.

While our research begins to shed some light on how firms can engage with consumers in
social media while having an impact on their bottom line, it also points to several interesting areas
for future research. The first set of challenges we faced during this work were associated with
processing and handling the data available via this media. Data challenges by themselves present
many interesting avenues for further research. While in this work, we relied on extracting binary
measures for information and emotion for individual messages, future research can investigate
defining multi-dimensional continuous measures that will allow us to understand unstructured text
message content at a far more detailed level than is currently feasible. While we considered a set
of new and established brands within the music industry, it would be interesting to further explore
how firm actions impact consumer behavior and sales across a host of other industries and product
categories. Finally, by collecting more data at various stages of the consumption process such
as awareness levels, consideration sets, as well as repeat behavior, future research can investigate
better the linkage between engagement levels and sales. Our work, as well as such potential future
investigations would hopefully enable managers to take more evidence based actions for making
their firm investments in social media more effective in generating value.
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Appendix: Model Estimation Procedure

We estimate our model using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure, by taking
conditional draws of parameters as specified below and iterating until convergence is achieved.
When a closed-form expression for the posterior does not exist, we take draws using a Metropolis-
Hastings procedure with a random walk. Our estimation procedure utilizes data augmentation,
where we take explicit draws for the state of each consumer in each time period. We use g(·) to
denote the p.m.f. of the Poisson distribution and use f (·) to denote a generic p.d.f..

The Tweets Model
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l 0,s,s2
l ,s

o

s=1,.,S
,{bI,s,bE,s}s=1,.,S ,

n

gE
0,s,gE

I,s,gE
E,s,
o

s=1,.,S
,
n

g I
0,s,g I

I,s,g I
E,s,
o

s=1,.,S
,d I

i ,d E
i ) µ

�

’T
t=1 G̃

�

⇣

’S
s=1 j

⇣

log(li,0,s);l 0,s,s2
l ,s

⌘⌘

,

where G̃ = g
⇣

CNE,NI
it ;lit · (1� pE,it) · (1� pI,it)

⌘

g
⇣

CE,NI
it ;lit · pE,it · (1� pI,it)

⌘

g
⇣

CNE,I
it ;lit · (1� pE,it) · pI,it

⌘

g
⇣

CNE,NI
it ;lit · pE,it · pI,it

⌘

In the equation, j (·) is the p.d.f. of the Normal distribution. lit , pE,it , pI,it are as specified in
Equations (6)-(8) in the main text. States in HMM models are invariant to permutation. To
ensure identification, we impose the restriction li,0,s < li,0,s+1for each user i, i = 1, ..., I, and
each state s, s = 1, ...,S�1. That is, states indexed by higher numbers have higher intrinsic
propensities to tweet and correspond to higher engagement levels.

• Draw l 0,s for each state s, s = 1, ...,S:

log(l 0,s)|
�

li,0,s
 

i=1,...,I ,s
2
l ,s ⇠

Normal

 

✓

1
s2

0
+ I

s2
l ,s

◆�1✓
µ0
s2

0
+ ÂI

i=1 log(li,0,s)

s2
l ,s

◆

,

✓

1
s2

0
+ I

s2
l ,s

◆�1
!

We choose a diffuse conjugate Normal prior forl 0,s.

• Draw s2
l ,s for each state s, s = 1, ...,S:

s2
l ,s|
�

li,0,s
 

i=1,...,I ,l 0,s ⇠ Inv-Gamma
✓

n0 +
I
2 ,s0 +ÂI

i=1

⇣

log(li,0,s)� log(l 0,s)
⌘2
◆

We choose a diffuse conjugate Inverse-Gamma prior for s2
l ,s.

• Draw {bI,s,bE,s}s=1,...,S:
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f ({bI,s,bE,s}s=1,...,S |
�

li,0,s
 

s=1,...,S ,
n

gE
0,s,gE

I,s,gE
E,s,
o

s=1,...,S
,
n

g I
0,s,g I

I,s,g I
E,s,
o

s=1,...,S
,d I

i ,d E
i )µ

�

’T
t=1 G̃

��

’S
s=1 f (bI,s) f (bE,s)

�

In this equation, lit , pE,it , pI,it are as specified in equations (6)-(8) in the main text. We use
a diffuse prior for each bI,s and bE,s.

• Draw
n

gE
0,s,gE

I,s,gE
E,s,
o

s=1,...,S
:

f (
n

gE
0,s,gE

I,s,gE
E,s,
o

s=1,...,S
|
�
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s=1,...,S ,
�

bI,s,bE,s
 

s=1,...,S ,
n

g I
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I,s,g I
E,s,
o

s=1,...,S
,d I

i ,d E
i )µ

�

’T
t=1 G̃

�

⇣

’S
s=1 f (gE

0,s) f (gE
I,s) f (gE

E,s)
⌘

In this equation, lit , pE,it , pI,it are as specified in equations (6)-(8) in the main text. We use
a diffuse prior for each gE

0,s, gE
I,s and gE

E,s.

• Draw
n

g I
0,s,g I

I,s,g I
E,s,
o

s=1,...,S
:

f (
n

g I
0,s,g I

I,s,g I
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o

s=1,...,S
|
�

li,0,s
 

s=1,...,S ,
�

bI,s,bE,s
 

s=1,...,S ,
n

gE
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I,s,gE
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o

s=1,...,S
,d I

i ,d E
i )µ

�

’T
t=1 G̃

�

⇣

’S
s=1 f (g I

0,s) f (g I
I,s) f (g I

E,s)
⌘

In this equation, lit , pE,it , pI,it are as specified in equations (6)-(8) in the main text. We use
a diffuse prior for each g I

0,s, g I
I,s and g I

E,s.

• Draw
�

d I
i ,d E

i
 

for each user i, i = 1, ..., I:

f (d I
i ,d E

i |
�
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�
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s=1,...,S ,
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logit
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; logit
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d I
⌘

,s2
d I

⌘

j
⇣

logit
�

d E
i
�

; logit
⇣

d E
⌘

,s2
d E

⌘

In this equation, j (·) is the p.d.f. of the Normal distribution. lit , pE,it , pI,it are as specified
in equations (6)-(8) in the main text, and d I

i and d E
i enter the equations through Ii,t and Ei,t

as defined in equations (11) and (12).

• Draw d I:

logit
⇣

d I
⌘

|
�
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i=1,...,I ,s
2
d I ⇠Normal
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We choose a diffuse conjugate Normal prior for d I .

• Draw d E :
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We choose a diffuse conjugate Normal prior for d E .

• Draw s2
d I :
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�
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✓
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I
2 ,s0 +ÂI

i=1

⇣

logit
�

d I
i
�

� logit
⇣

d I
⌘⌘2

◆

We choose a diffuse conjugate Inverse-Gamma prior for s2
d I .

• Draw s2
d E :

s2
d E |
�

d E
i
 

i=1,...,I ,d E ⇠ Inv-Gamma
✓

n0 +
I
2 ,s0 +ÂI

i=1

⇣

logit
�

d E
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�

� logit
⇣

d E
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We choose a diffuse conjugate Inverse-Gamma prior for s2
d I .

• Draw
�

~ast = (ast,0,ast,1,ast,2,ast,3,ast,4)
 

t=1,...,S,t 6=s for each state s, s = 1, ...,S:

f (
�

~ast = (ast,0,ast,1,ast,2,ast,3,ast,4)
 

t=1,...,S,t 6=s |{sit}i=1,...,I,t=1,...,T) µ
⇣

’I
i=1 ’T�1

t=1
�

ait,sit si,t+1

�I{sit=s}
⌘⇣

’S
t=1,t 6=s f (~ast)

⌘

In this equation, ait,sit si,t+1 is as specified in equations (9) and (10) in the main text. I{·}is
the indicator function. We use a diffuse prior for each ~ast .

• Draw si,t for each user i, i = 1, ..., I at each time period t, t = 1, ...,T : This is the data
augmentation step of the estimation. We draw the state of each customer at each time using
the forward-backward algorithm developed in Chib (1996): for each i, we first draw the state
at the final time period based on the data likelihood, then draw the state in the previous time
period, until the first, based on the data likelihood and the subsequent state which is drawn
in the earlier step.

The Album Sales Model

We follow the approach developed in Moe and Fader (2002) to estimate the album sales model.
Specifically, we derive the probability of a purchase happening in each specific time period, con-
ditional on the sale happening in the first T time periods. This translates the sales of an album into
draws from a multinomial distribution (per Equation (7) in Moe and Fader (2002)):
Ra,t ⇠ Multinomial(pa(1), pa(2), ..., pa(T );ÂT

t=1 Ra,t)

where Ra,t is the sales of album a at time t, and the probability of a sale happening in a time period,
pa(t), is derived from the diffusion model:
pa(t) = fa(t)/ÂT

t=1 fa(t)
In the equations, fa(t) is as specified in equation (17) of the main text. This leads to the likelihood
function:
L
⇣

{Ra,t}t=1,...,T |F
⌘

=
�

’T
t=1 pa(t)Ra,t

�

j
�

log(Ma)� log
�

ÂT
t=1 Ra,t/ÂT

t=1 fa(t)
�

;0,s2
m
�

In the equation, j (·) is the p.d.f. of Normal distribution, ands2
m is a nuisance parameter that

measures the variance of album market potentials. To simplify notation, we use F to denote all
parameters of the album sales model where it does not cause confusion to do so.
Our conditional draws for the album sales model are as follows:
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• Draw pa and qa for each album a, a = 1, ...,A:

f (pa,qa|F) µ L
⇣

{Ra,t}t=1,...,T |F
⌘

j
�

logit (pa) ; logit ( p̄) ,s2
p
�

j
�

log
�

qq
�

; log(q̄) ,s2
q
�

In this equation, j (·) is the p.d.f. of Normal distribution.

• Draw p̄ and q̄:
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We choose a diffuse conjugate Normal prior for p̄ and q̄.

• Draw s2
p and s2

q :

s2
p |{pa}a=1,...,A , p̄ ⇠ Inv-Gamma

⇣
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A
2 ,s0 +ÂA
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⇣
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A
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⌘

We choose a diffuse conjugate Inverse-Gamma prior for s2
p and s2

q .

• Draw ~b :

f (~b |F) µ L
⇣

{Ra,t}t=1,...,T |F
⌘

f
⇣

~b
⌘

. We use a diffuse prior for ~b .

• Draw g0 and~g:

f (g0,~g|F) µ L
⇣

{Ra,t}t=1,...,T |F
⌘

f (g0,~g). We use a diffuse prior for g0 and~g .
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Tables

Bands Twitter Activity Mean SD Min Max
Focal (nbands = 37) Number of Band Tweets 650.68 775.27 42 3189

Number of Follower Tweets 139.14 267.58 2 1014
Number of Twitter Followers 1276.95 2799.21 12 17266

Control (nbands = 20) Number of Band Tweets 337.55 369.84 2 1190
Number of Follower Tweets 103.50 252.26 2 1148
Number of Twitter Followers 1513.96 2603.46 33 11460

Table 1: Summary Statistics for Twitter Data

Number of Concerts Mean SD Min Max
Focal Bands 12.26 14.17 0 53
Control Bands 17.38 16.08 0 51

Table 2: Summary Statistics for Band Concerts

Bands Albums Mean SD Min Max
Focal (nalbums = 34) Weekly Unit Sales 1237.65 4122.62 5 23245

# Previous Albums 3.32 2.27 0 8
Control (nalbums = 29) Weekly Unit Sales 1951.35 3227.05 11 11373

# Previous Albums 9.28 7.81 0 25

Table 3: Summary Statistics for Album Sales

Band Tweets Emotional Content Informational Content
Type by Non-Emotional, % Emotional, % Non-Informative, % Informative, %
Focal Bands 67.91 32.09 72.10 27.90

Followers 47.07 52.93 69.46 30.54
Control Bands 63.81 36.19 70.85 29.15

Followers 39.32 60.68 72.37 27.63

Table 4: Summary of Tweet Content Characteristics

Tf ollowers %T emotional
bands %T in f ormational

bands %T emotional
f ollowers %T in f ormational

f ollowers
Tbands .227 .117 - .377 .055 .019

Tf ollowers - .028 - .144 - .274 - .126
%T emotional

bands .208 .250 .026
%T in f ormational

bands .262 .327
%T emotional

f ollowers .134

Table 5: Correlation Between Band and Follower Tweets, by Content.
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Band Type Number of Followers Tweets per Follower
Mean SD Min Max

Focal 709 5.72 7.96 2 66
Control 290 5.21 13.85 2 213

Table 6: Tweets Used for Estimation.

Number of HMM States Log Marginal Density
1 -39691.61
2 -26575.90
3 -23823.17
4 -25466.76
5 -29008.96

Table 7: Estimation Results: LMD and HMM Selection

From To No Tweets nE, nI E, nI nE, I E, I
SL SM - 3.4011(*) 1.4515(*) 1.5539(*) 1.1071(*) .8107(*)
SL SH - 6.1137(*) 1.4830(*) 1.5539(*) 1.1430(*) 1.0862(*)
SM SL 1.1787(*) - .9436(*) - .1316 - .6088(*) - 1.4681(*)
SM SH - 3.5402(*) - .0567(*) .0993(*) .0224 - .0055
SH SL - .8211(*) - .0384(*) .0902(*) - .1210(*) .0504
SH SM - .5628(*) - 2.3759(*) - 1.5405(*) - .1312 - 2.6772(*)

(* The 95% posterior credible interval does not include zero.)

Table 8: Estimation Results: State Transition for Focal Bands

From To No Tweets nE, nI E, nI nE, I E, I
SL SM - 6.2181(*) - .1165 - .7809(*) 5.5617(*) - 1.3013(*)
SL SH - 8.0216(*) - 1.9407(*) 1.1741(*) 3.5018(*) .3980
SM SL - 2.0703(*) - 2.7524(*) - 1.5387(*) - .2224 - .8780(*)
SM SH - 2.8779(*) - .0060 .0480 - .0180 - .1014
SH SL - 2.1103(*) - 3.4171(*) .4178 - 1.1456(*) - 2.0573
SH SM .2638 .0159 .1364 - .2053 - .4837(*)

(* The 95% posterior credible interval does not include zero.)

Table 9: Estimation Results: State Transition for Control Bands
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Focal Bands Control Bands
No Tweet

% To
From SL SM SH

SL 96.57 3.22 .21
SM 75.95 23.37 .68
SH 21.89 28.35 49.76

% To
From SL SM SH

SL 99.77 .20 .03
SM 10.67 84.57 4.76
SH 5.0 53.73 41.27

Non-Emotional, Non-Informational Tweet
% To

From SL SM SH

SL 86.8 12.35 .85
SM 55.18 43.62 1.2
SH 28.68 3.59 67.74

% To
From SL SM SH

SL 99.82 .18 0
SM .76 93.99 5.26
SH .17 56.85 42.98

Emotional, Non-Informational Tweet
% To

From SL SM SH

SL 85.61 13.5 .9
SM 73.41 25.76 .83
SH 30.03 7.61 62.36

% To
From SL SM SH

SL 99.8 .09 .11
SM 2.49 92.07 5.43
SH 6.88 55.75 37.37

Non-Emotional, Informational Tweet
% To

From SL SM SH

SL 90.27 9.1 .63
SM 63.2 35.74 1.06
SH 20.63 26.44 52.93

% To
From SL SM SH

SL 65.38 33.91 .71
SM 8.73 86.49 4.78
SH 1.84 50.52 47.65

Emotional, Informational Tweet
% To

From SL SM SH

SL 92.46 6.93 .61
SM 42.12 56.26 1.62
SH 30.81 2.61 66.58

% To
From SL SM SH

SL 99.9 .05 .05
SM 4.75 90.64 4.61
SH .85 44.15 55

Table 10: HMM State Transition Matrices (Calculated from Posterior Mean)

Retention Rates Focal Bands Control Bands
Emotion .0552 .1343

Information .0365 .2064

Table 11: Estimation Results: Retention Rates for Follower Knowledge.
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Focal Bands Control Bands
Propensity to Tweet

State Intercept Information Emotion
SL 0 .1572(*) .0292
SM .0035 .0196 .0468
SH .3531 .0312(*) .0176(*)

State Intercept Information Emotion
SL .0001 - .5132 - 1.1994(*)
SM .0140 .0223 .0684(*)
SH .6873 .0056 - .0395

Propensity for a Tweet to be Emotional
State Intercept Information Emotion

SL - 5.0459(*) 1.9088(*) - 2.0756(*)
SM .2605 .0395 - .0187
SH - .0971 - .0327(*) .0335(*)

State Intercept Information Emotion
SL - 1.1086 - .7211 .2081
SM .4393(*) - .0134 .0692
SH .0975 .1509(*) - .0594

Propensity for a Tweet to be Informational
State Intercept Information Emotion

SL - .9985 - 2.6815(*) - 1.5851
SM - .2284 .0681(*) - .1476(*)
SH - 1.0590(*) .0281(*) .0043

State Intercept Information Emotion
SL 1.0011 .9755 .4261
SM - 1.1675(*) .0918 - .0899
SH - 1.1960(*) .1682(*) - .0787(*)

(* The 95% posterior credible interval does not include zero.)

Table 12: Estimation Results: State Dependent Follower Actions

Focal Bands Control Bands
Posterior Post. Quantiles Posterior Post. Quantiles

Mean SD 2.5% 97.5% Mean SD 2.5% 97.5%
The Diffusion Curve

¯logit(p) - 2.781 .295 - 3.372 - 2.219 - 2.135 .221 - 2.585 - 1.716
¯ln(q) - 8.678 1.768 - 12.498 - 5.758 - 14.941 2.426 - 19.733 - 10.504
s2

p 2.434 .736 1.381 4.186 1.169 .374 .645 2.089
s2

q 24.940 12.269 8.201 54.723 53.885 22.892 19.355 107.979
bE - .374 .063 - .498 - .247 .161 .058 .040 .271

bE+ 2.133 .120 1.898 2.358 1.810 .120 1.578 2.033
bIn f ormation .099 .018 .063 .135 - .103 .013 - .128 - .078

bEmotion .084 .012 .062 .107 .121 .013 .097 .145
bConcerts .035 .007 .021 .048 .033 .006 .021 .046

The Market Potential
ln(g0) 5.312 .424 4.475 6.107 5.732 .404 4.887 6.486

g#albums .018 .738 - 1.496 1.318 .755 .454 - .149 1.697
g# f ollowers .713 .305 .116 1.305 .515 .418 - .317 1.324

Table 13: Estimation Results: The Album Sales Model

Figures
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Figure 1: A Hidden Markov Model for Understanding Consumer Engagement in Digital Social
Media.

Figure 2: A Generalized Diffusion Model for Incorporating the Impact of Consumer Engagement
on Sales.
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